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Abstract
There has been much work in NUMA-aware (Non-Uniform Memory 
Access) scheduling the past decade, all authors presenting different 
schedulers and considers the major problems with today schedulers, 
which are mostly aimed at UMA (Unified Memory Access) machines or
not optimized for NUMA machines.

This paper is aimed at summarizing the available literature about 
NUMA-aware scheduling and extract guidelines for how to schedule 
compute- and memory-bound tasks in a NUMA-aware fashion. This 
can be done by using different techniques to distribute the data among 
the available nodes and by fully utilizing all of the memory controllers 
sockets.

From the discussion and theory, it is possible to form eight guidelines 
that can be used to write a NUMA-aware scheduler, formed from the 
main ideas of the available literature.
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1 Introduction

Many of  the task scheduling  used today are still  based on UMA (Uniform Memory Access)  
architecture.  This  can  be  a  problem  as  machine  architecture  is  evolving  towards  a  NUMA  
(Non-Uniform Memory Access) architecture. The schedulers that exist can still schedule tasks in
a way that they work, as the Linux kernel has some NUMA awareness [1], but there they will  
never  fully  use  the  NUMA  architecture  effectively  as  the  memory  architecture  of  NUMA  
machines  are  different  from  UMA  machines.  This  means  that  memory-bound  and  
compute-bound tasks will not be effectively processed and instead the execution time might  
increase as the amount of tasks increase. 

To redeem this problem alternative schedulers have been developed to accommodate the change
to  NUMA architecture.  Several  articles  have  been  written with  the authors  suggestions  for  
schedulers that they believe will work better with the NUMA architecture. The goal of this thesis
is to collect, analyze and formulate a summary of these suggestions.

In this section we will continue by first describing the method and questions of the project,  
followed by related work. In Section 2 we will describe the background and theoretical analysis
to the project. Section 3 will discuss the theory. Section 4 will present the resulting guidelines
and conclude the work. Section 5 will present my personal thoughts and future work.

My motivation to work on this area of Computing Science is that I had gotten an interest in  
parallel program. Therefore I felt that it would be interesting to emerge myself deeper in an  
upcoming system architecture like NUMA. Today's schedulers are not optimized for NUMA and
thus I would like to see what has been done within the field of scheduling and present it to the
public.

1.1 Problem formulation
The main question of this project is: What is the most efficient way to NUMA-aware schedule
memory- and/or compute-bound tasks on a NUMA-machine?

This question can be divided into several other, smaller questions.

• How do you schedule a task so that it is NUMA-aware?

• What is an efficient way to schedule memory-bound tasks on a NUMA-machine?

• What is an efficient way to schedule compute-bound tasks on a NUMA-machine?

• What  is  an  efficient  way  to  schedule  both  memory-  and  compute-bound  tasks
 on a NUMA-machine?

1.2 Method
The methods used to answer these questions in Section 1.1 were to search and read articles that
are deemed relevant to the question being researched. To find these articles, searches will be  
performed  in  databases,  from  these  articles  relevant  information  will  be  extracted.  These  
answers will be presented in Section 2 and discussed in Section 3.

1.3 Related Work
Majo and Gross [2, 3, 4] have written articles about scheduling on NUMA machines. They have
focused mainly on memory management and memory access and in their studies,  presenting
data that will help alleviate memory contention and congestion as well as data mapping. In [2]
they focus on loop-based parallel  code in a in a shared-memory multiprocessor  with NUMA
characteristics. The article concludes by presenting an API that allows programming in a more
architecture-aware manner. In [3] they analyze  and discuss the bandwidth sharing properties of
commercial microprocessors. They conclude by presenting an evaluation of these properties and
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show that if most or all processors are active then favoring data locality is not optimal. In [4]
they argue that memory management and process scheduling must be coupled and do this by
writing the scheduler N-MASS. They conclude by explaining that on a balanced NUMA-system a
simple mapping process can be used. But, on an unbalanced system, mapping to maximize data
locality can lead to cache contention. 

Blagodurov,  Zhuravlev, Fedorova [5] and together with Kamali [6] have done work with cache
miss rates and contention, proposing schedulers that should reduce both of them. In [5] their
goal is to investigate contention-aware scheduling techniques that can mitigate possible factors
for performance degradation caused by shared resource contention. They conclude by presenting
their prediction that it was necessary to minimize the total number of misses issued by each
cache  .  This  they  do  by  developing  two  schedulers:  DI  (Distributed  Intensity)  and  DIO  
(Distributed Intensity  Online)  that  distribute  threads.  In  [6]  they create  a  scheduler  called  
DI-NUMA, which is based on [5] and aimed at contention management on NUMA machines.

Broquedis, Furmento, Goglin, Wacrenier and Namyst [7] did work with memory management
and  presented  a  NUMA-aware  memory  manager  with  a  multilevel  scheduler.  It  is  a  
NUMA-aware scheduler that implements work-stealing, data distribution and more. Their paper
presents an extension of their OpenMP runtime system that connects a thread scheduler to a
NUMA-aware  memory  management  system,  which  they  choose  to  call  ForestGOMP.  They  
conclude by stating that mixed solutions, migrating threads and data, improve overall perfor-
mance. And that next-touch-based data distribution are not always optimal.

Drebes,  Pop, Heydemann, Cohen and Drach  [8] uses a work stealing algorithm to take care of
eventual  performance  anomalies.  Their  aim  is  to  improve  performance  of  task-parallel  
applications executing on modern NUMA systems by reducing the latency of memory accesses
through  improved  locality.  They  conclude  by  summarizing  three  complementary  locality  
optimization to alleviate  the investigated performance anomalies.

Merkel, Bellosa [9], and in another work with Stoess[10], worked with memory and resource
management in a way to improve how NUMA-machines handle energy efficiency. In [9] they try
to find the optimal way to co-schedule tasks on a multicore processor as to avoid resource  
contention and find the optimal frequency selection. They conclude that those goals are each  
others opposites. They design a  scheduling policy that avoids memory contention by sorting the
processors  taskqueues.  In [10] they extend their  work from [9] and try to create an energy  
efficient  scheduler.  They  conclude  that  frequency  scaling  can  lead  to  energy  saving  but  
combining tasks that run best  at  certain frequencies  does not pay off  if  it  leads to resource  
contention.

Su,  Li,  Nikolopoulos,  Grove,  Cameron  and  Supinski [11]  presented  a  NUMA-aware  thread  
placement algorithm that considers the critical path to NUMA addresses in openMP. Their goal
is to propose several algorithms for placing threads effectively in a NUMA system. They conclude
with presenting their algorithms.

Ding, Chang, Guo, Li and Chung [12] proposed a metric  named Contention Degradation Factor
that could be used to define the heavy resource-needed tasks on NUMA machines. They propose
a scheduler policy that they believe will work for both NUMA and AMP (Asymmetric Multicore
Processor).  They conclude their work by summarizing it and discussing their results.

Dashti,  Fedorova, Funston, Gaud, Lachaize, Lepers, Quéma and Roth [13] worked with traffic
management on multicore machines as they discovered that congestion on memory controllers
was a big factor in system slowdown as systems today have fast enough memory and processors
that the slowdown from them would be negligible in  comparison. They worked out a scheduler
that uses different techniques to distribute data on all nodes available in a fashion that reduced
congestion by a significant factor. They start by explaining the background to their work and
that, in today's computer systems, it is congestion on the memory controller that have a major
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impact on performance rather than data locality. They conclude their work by comparing their
proposed scheduler policy Carrefour with existing NUMA-aware  scheduler policies.
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2 Background

This section will describe the relevant background and theory for this thesis.

2.1 Nomenclature
Here the nomenclature of the project will be shortly described as well as the abbreviations used
in the report.

Memory Controller
A memory  controller  [3,  Section  2.1]  is  a  part  of  the system that  manages  the flow of  data
throughout the systems memory. A memory controller  can be a single chip or a combination of
chips. In a NUMA system the memory controller is a combination of chips: IMC and QPI. The
IMC, Integrated Memory Controller, controls the memory on the node which the chip resides.  
All processors on the same node makes requests to the IMC to access memory owned by another
processor on the same node. The QPI, QuickPath Interconnect, is used when a processor on a 
remote node is requesting memory  access on the node where the memory controller is present.

UMA and NUMA
UMA(Unified Memory Access)[14] is a machine architecture where all the processors in a node
has shared access to the whole main memory on that node. No special requests are needed to 
access memory in the local memory. UMA is good for a general purpose machine.

NUMA(Non-Uniform Memory Access) [15] is a system containing nodes. Each node has it's own
memory which is  partitioned so that each processor has access  only to the physical  memory
space closest to them, this helps as it lowers memory starvation of tasks being run [12]. To access
the other memory space they need to make a request at the local memory controller, or the  
remote one if the processor wants to access memory in a remote node. The benefits of NUMA 
architecture (that is, the system is built with NUMA nodes and each node ) can be seen when it is
used on servers or larger machines  with many users and/or tasks. An example of a NUMA  
system that exists is HPC2N computer Abisko [16].

Figure 1: Simple NUMA machine structure

NUMA-awareness
For a scheduler to be NUMA-aware [1] means that the scheduler is aware of the architecture of
the machine,  that  it  is  made up of several  nodes  with processors  that  are  given tasks.  The  
scheduler is NUMA-aware if it is aware that each processor is connected to its own part of the
main memory, which is not shared with any of the other processors. Other processors can access
that memory, but only by first making a request to the owner of the memory. It is also less  
expensive  to  request  memory access  to  another  processor  if  it  is  on the  same node  as  the  
requesting processor. Moving memory from one node to another is quite expensive, increasing in
cost with the size of the memory.
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Memory-bound tasks
Memory-bound tasks [10] are tasks that use the main memory of a NUMA-node heavily and can
be seen as high resource tasks as it accesses the memory frequently. The execution time of these
tasks are dependent on the speed of the memory, meaning that no matter how fast a processor
the machine is using, the calculation can't go faster than the speed of the memory, and this  
creates a bottleneck in the execution time due to the slower speed of the memory.

Compute-bound tasks
Compute-bound tasks [10] are tasks with little data in the main memory and thus does not need
to access the main memory very much, it can be seen as low resource tasks. Instead most of its
data is located in the processors L-caches.  This makes the execution time of compute-bound
tasks  
dependent on the speed of the processor the task is running on. Thus a processor with a higher
frequency will finish the task faster than a processor with a lower frequency.

Different uses of the word NUMA in this paper
NUMA-system: A  system made up of one or several NUMA machines, containing several NUMA
nodes .

NUMA-machine: A computer built containing two or more NUMA nodes.

NUMA-architecture: A processor or node built for a NUMA-machine, i.e. Each core/processor 
has its own physical memory partition.

NUMA-aware fashion: Something designed to be NUMA-aware. For example: a scheduler.

2.2 Theory gathered from articles
Here the theoretical analysis of the project will be described.

All the theory has been gathered from the articles analyzed for this project and will be discussed
in Section 2.3.

2.2.1 Scheduling only memory-bound tasks
Memory-bound  tasks  are  dependent  on  the  speed  of  the  memory  and  can  be  assigned  to  
processors with a lower clock frequency or lower the clock frequency of the available processors
to minimize the idle time of them [9]. Modern NUMA machines have a smaller remote access
cost,  due  to  its  smaller  remote  wire  delays,  which  makes  the  cost  not  affect  performance  
noticeably.  Instead,  it  is  the congestion of memory controllers and interconnects  that affect  
performance negatively [2, 13].

To be able to achieve the optimal performance, the threads and memory of memory-bound tasks
need to be place as to maximize localization, in other words placed as near to each other as  
possible  so that  the memory and thread exists  on the same memory partition,  as  much as  
possible. But having 100 percent data locality will heavily load the IMC, which is the part of the
memory controller  that  handles  local  memory  access,  and create  a  congestion  for  the local  
processors. This also leaves the QPI part of the memory controller, the part that handles remote
accesses,  in  other  nodes  unused. So  to  fully  utilize  the  memory  controller  with  minimal  
slowdown is to have data locality around 80% [4]. This will allow all components of the memory
controller to be utilized and each processor will experience minimal slowdown. This because they
do not need to idle wait for access to remote or local memory for a long period of time. This will
contribute to a minimal remote memory access cost for the data that needs to be retrieved. A
compromise  
between data locality and cache coherence should be found as a high pressure on the LLC (Last
Level Cache) will decrease system performance.
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There  are  a  few  techniques[7,  8,  13]  that  can  help  to  manage  congestion  of  the  memory  
controller, of which five seem to be brought up a lot. These are first-touch policy, next-touch  
policy [7, 8],  co-location [13], replication [13] and interleaving [13]. First-touch policy is when
memory will be allocated to the memory of the first processor to access the data. This can be
good as all processors will get direct access to data no one has used, but some programs create a
buffer  by letting one processor  measure  the size  of  the data before any calculations begin,  
meaning most of the data will be  located on that single processors memory partition. Next-touch
policy allocated the data to the second processor that will access it. This can be good as the data
will then be more evenly spread, although it depends on the size of the tasks. Co-location is  
relocation of the memory to the node which contains the thread that wants access. This is good
for data whose threads need to access it are on the same node, but not good for remote access.
Replication is about placing a copy of the data to the node that requests access to the data. This
eliminates remote access and distributes the pressure on the memory controllers but the cost to
keep  all  pages  synchronized  rises  with  the  size  of  the  tasks  accessing  the  data.  Lastly  is  
interleaving, it distributes the data evenly on all nodes. Interleaving is one of the most beneficial
techniques as it dramatically reduces congestion in the memory controllers [13], but it alone will
not suffice in reducing load imbalance and execution time.  Instead it  is by applying several  
different techniques that will help the most, making the challenge in knowing when to apply
which technique [13].

Idle processors, that is processors that have no work to do, can steal tasks to lower workload on
other processors and thus reducing the execution time of the program. This is done by either
looking up tasks in a processors table of tasks or by calculating the size of a desired task. When
stealing a task, either locally or from another node, all memory, or as much as possible, should
be migrated as well and not only the thread [2, 7, 8]. This should be done with tasks with little
memory to be migrated. By stealing tasks from remote nodes the load balance is maintained at a
good level, and by migrating the memory and the thread of the task, the remote cost is minimal
the only access will be to migrate the memory.

2.2.2 Scheduling only compute-bound tasks
Compute-bound tasks are easier to schedule than memory-bound as they are only dependent on
the speed of the processors. Since they're low resource tasks the only thing needed to think about
when  scheduling  is  to  spread  the  threads  evenly  among  the  nodes  and  processors.  Faster  
processors  will  complete  these  tasks  faster,  thus larger  tasks  should be  scheduled  to  faster  
processors, if the nodes have different speeds [9].

2.2.3 Scheduling both compute- and memory-bound tasks
When scheduling a both compute-, and memory-bound tasks, a combination of scheduling tips
for compute-bound tasks and tips for memory-bound tasks need to be taken into consideration.
First off, the tasks need to be distributed in such a way as to evenly balance the load on the  
processors. Distribution is usually done dynamically by the scheduler. This can be done with the
techniques discussed in Section 2.2.1 and by mixing compute- and memory-bound tasks on the
processors in each node. This can be more efficient by scheduling the tasks on nodes processors
so that half of them have a increasing memory intensity in their task queue and the other half
have a decreasing memory intensity [10]. By distributing memory access over time like so the
memory contention is reduced as not all processors in the node will need high access to the main
memory at the same time.

2.3 Discussion of the theory
Most  schedulers  are  still  based  on an UMA architecture,  meaning  that  new  schedulers  are  
needed to be able to efficiently use the NUMA architecture which have been emerging on the
market. The Linux kernel has NUMA-awareness in that it is aware of the cost of moving memory
between nodes [1]. NUMA is not a new concept but the schedulers have not been optimized for
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NUMA[1]. Since memory in NUMA is divided in to private partitions for each processor in a
node, the access to the memory in other nodes will be expensive. Even though some articles work
with and think data locality is important [2, 4, 8 ], as accessing memory in the same node or  
accessing  the  processors  own memory  partition  is  cheaper  than  accessing  a  remote  nodes  
memory, two of the articles agree that the bigger problem is memory  congestion as a lot of idle
time is created when processors try to access local or remote memory [3, 13].

Having a high data locality is definitely preferable than having the data spread out everywhere or
focused in one nodes memory, but with high data locality you get two problems: The first is that
cache contention will be a problem as the LLC(Last Level Cache) of a processor will be overused
by the cores as they try to keep their data in the cache all at the same time. The second is that the
memory controller will not be fully utilized as the QPI will not be used while the IMC will be  
contended for  as  all  the  local  processors  will  try  to  access  local  memory.  This  will  lead  to  
increased idle time and less than optimal performance. As shown in [4], a data locality of 80%
will lead to minimal slowdown of the tasks as it lowers cache contention and allows all circuits on
the memory controller to be utilized. But to achieve the optimal data locality the tasks would
need to be structured in such a way that all nodes receive 80% locality. This would be harder
when the number of nodes increases as the tasks would also have to increase, which can only be
done either by making the tasks more fine grained or adding more tasks.

There are a few techniques that could help with congestion control on the memory controllers,
but to be able to utilize these techniques the processor would have to calculate the memory usage
before distributing the tasks, likely by sampling, as to get an idea of how the memory would best
be distributed among the nodes. Doing this might increase execution time a bit as the sampling 
period will become larger with an increasing number of tasks. This also means that all scheduling
has to be dynamic as memory will have to be moved around as tasks queues become emptied,
thus  allowing  task  stealing  from  other  nodes.  Task  stealing  is  a  good  way  to  increase  
performance of the NUMA machine, but the negative side is that it works best when stealing
compute-bound tasks as moving memory is expensive meaning that stealing a memory-bound
task might cost more than leaving it in the memory it already exists on. Thus, when task stealing,
the processor will have to analyze the memory of the wanted thread before stealing the tasks so
as not to steal a too large task or a task that might finish soon. By stealing a task that might finish
soon, the action  increases the execution time instead of reducing it.

When mixing compute- and memory-bound there can be contention present for memory or for
the cache of the processors. Therefore it is good to sort the tasks in a increasing and decreasing
order of memory-intensity. This will make sure that the memory usage will be spread out over
the execution time more evenly than by not sorting the tasks. Less contention for the memory
will occur as half of the processors on a node will be busy running compute-bound tasks instead.
It should be an easy task to sort the tasks in running on the NUMA machine, although it will take
some time, but it should be minimal as the execution time will be reduced.
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3 Results and Conclusion

In  this  paper  the  goal  has  been  to  find  guidelines  in  how  to  schedule  memory-  and  
compute-bound tasks in a NUMA-aware fashion.  To reach this goal  we asked ourselves the  
following questions:

• How do you schedule a task so that it is NUMA-aware?

• What is an efficient way to schedule memory-bound tasks on a NUMA-machine?

• What is an efficient way to schedule compute-bound tasks on a NUMA-machine?

• What  is  an  efficient  way  to  schedule  both  memory-  and  compute-bound  tasks
 on a NUMA-machine?

These questions were presented in the theory of Section 2 which was also discussed in Section 3.
From these answers we can then extract guidelines for NUMA-aware scheduling.

3.1 List of Guidelines
1. If only running compute-bound tasks: maximize clock frequency of processors.

2. If possible, run memory-bound tasks on lower clock frequencies.

3. Use a combination of techniques to spread out the data among nodes.

4. Keep data locality under 100%, around 80% with cache contention in consideration.

5. Utilize every part of the memory controller.

6. Transfer both the thread and data of stolen tasks to the same processor.

7. Do not steal tasks that have large data, nor tasks that might finish soon.

8. Sort the tasks in increasing, respectively decreasing, memory-intensity on each node.

3.2 Presentation of the guidelines
Guideline 1: When running compute-bound tasks, then increase the clock frequency of the
nodes, if possible.

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, compute-bound tasks are low resource task, meaning that they
have  a  low  frequency  of  accessing  the  main  memory.  Therefore  the  execution  speed  of  a  
compute-bound task is dependent on the speed of the processor it is running on. By maximizing
the clock frequency of the processors running these tasks, the execution time will reduce as long
as cache contention is considered, as discussed in Section 3.1.

Guideline 2: If possible, run memory-bound tasks on lower clock frequencies.

Since the execution time of memory-bound tasks are dependent on the speed of the memory,
running memory-bound tasks on faster processors will create a bottleneck as the processor will
have to wait for the memory to transfer the data, as seen in Section 2.2.1

Guideline 3: Use a combination of techniques to distribute out data among the nodes.

As seen in Section 2.2.3 and Section 3.1, by using a combination of interleaving data and other
techniques, you lower the congestion on the memory controllers and at the same time utilize
both the QPI and IMC part of the memory controller.
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Guideline 4: Keep data locality under 100%, around 80% and consider cache contention.

As discussed in Section 3.1 and presented in Section 2.2.1, by combining distribution techniques
you lower the memory controller congestion, thus reducing a chance of a slowdown. But when
distributing data you should also consider cache contention so that processors sharing a LLC will
not contend about their shared cache space. Around 80% data locality has been shown to have a
minimal slowdown of the system, but it can be lower if the LLC is contended for.

Guideline 5: Utilize every part of the memory controllers.

As discussed in Section 3.1 and presented in Section 2.2.1,  by having high data locality or a lot of
remote accesses, you don't use every part of the memory controller. To fully utilize the memory
controller you need to take advantage of all the QPI and IMC sockets on it. Doing this will reduce
execution time, how much depends on how many of each type of socket you have.

Guideline 6: Transfer both the thread and data of stolen tasks to the same processor.

As discussed in Section 3.1 and presented in Section 2.2.1, by transferring tasks to idle processors
you  finish  the  available  task  faster  and  thus  lower  the  execution  time of  the  program.  By  
transferring the data and the thread to the same processor you eliminate the remote access that
would otherwise be required and as such reduces the memory cost of running the task.

Guideline 7: When stealing tasks, steal tasks with smaller data and that will not finish soon.

As discussed in Section 3.1 and presented in Section 2.2.1, stealing and transferring tasks with
large data would be more resource consuming than running the task remotely. This eliminates
the benefit  of  stealing  tasks,  but  stealing  a task with a smaller  amount of  data will  be less  
resource consuming than stealing one with larger data and,  more importantly,  less resource  
consuming  than  running  the  task  remotely.  The  scheduler  should  also  check  that  the  task  
requested to be stolen would not finish in a short amount of time. By stealing a soon to be  
finished task you increase the execution time since it will take longer to transfer the data than
letting it run on its original processor. It might also be interrupted if the original processor is  
already running the task or a task connected to it.

Guideline 8: Sort tasks in increasing, respectively decreasing, order of memory-intensity on
each node.

As discussed in Section 3.1 and presented in Section 2.2.3, By sorting half of the processors on a
node  in  increasing  memory-intensity  and  the  other  half  decreasing  memory-intensity,  you  
distribute the access time to the main memory evenly over the execution time. By doing so, you
lower the chance of contention for access to the memory which leads to the memory-bound tasks
finishing with minimal slowdown and less idle time as those not running memory intense tasks
will be busy running compute-bound tasks.
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4 Thoughts and future work

Working with this thesis has been inspiring and makes me wish for an opportunity to continue
the work someday.  I have gained a deeper insight in how scheduling works and why different 
architectures need different types of schedulers. Also achieved an understanding on why NUMA
systems are getting increasingly more popular. A practical experiment could not be made during
this project  due to time constraints  and should be done as  future work where the practical  
experiment will prove the guidelines formulated in this thesis.

Future work
This work has been purely theoretical in that only analyses have been done on existing work and
that theories and conclusions in each work have been summarized into guidelines that should 
alleviate contention and congestion on NUMA systems. Future work will be writing code in the
programmers  preferred  language  and  implementing  it  on  a  NUMA-machine  to  test  the  
guidelines presented in this theoretical report. 

By doing this practical work, the guidelines will be proven and further work can be done to find
and improve future guidelines for NUMA machines. 
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